Theme:
Letter:
Shape:
Color:

Fire Safety
Letter Hh
Rectangle
None
Week 1
We will feel the textures of
both pom poms and feathers,

Sensory Stimulation

Goofy Ghosts
Letter Mm
None
Purple
Week 2
We will paint our hands, we will

feel what leaves feel like in our play with ice in our sensory
bucket, have inside water play,
hands, try to make animal
sounds, blow bubbles and feel
hard and soft objects for

play in our ball pit and make play
doh

comparison
We will introduce the letter H,

Language

read "The Color Book", "Hop On
Pop", sign the words "cup",
"more" and "please"

We will count to 10 in Spanish,

Cognitive Development

review our colors, practice our
shapes, try to name our colors
and use our balls to count to 10

We will introduce the letter M,
learn the sign for banana, read
"The Pumpkin Patch", "What's
On My Head" and "Halloween
Darts"

We will feel bananas and play
"mashed bananas", read our

spiders in our sensory box,

sensory books, read our "Old

watch sponges absorb water and

McDonald" song book and feel

listen to the sounds of cars

the inside of a pumpkin

beeping

We will introduce the letter A,
learn the sign for "apple", read
"Maisy's Counting Book", review
our letter flash cards, read
"Who's At The Zoo" and
"Baby's Pumpkin"

read "Dora's Spooky
Halloween", review our letters
of the month, and read "The
Great Pumpkin"

"more" and "please, count the

We will say B words, count 10

cards, review the days of the

days in the week, review our

spiders, stack our blocks by

week, count pumpkins and

colors, imitate animals sounds

color and match shapes by size

Cheerios

and say our colors
We will write on the letter B,

to put on our own jackets, push We will hold a crayon and write stack our building blocks, played We will work with our puzzles,
"Head Shoulders, Knees and
"Head,

our ride on toys, roll a ball and

on the letter M, work with our

put our shapes in the shape

puzzles, and build with our legos Toes", practice holding a crayon kick a ball and stretch our arms

truck, make a collage with

Columbus, finger paint with

We will make a B collage, make a

leaves, dot paint a fire man, glue purple paint, paint a ghost, make pumpkin collage, make a cotton
fire truck
We will practice saying "please"
and "thank you", clean up our
toys, throw our trash in the
garbage, eat with a spoon and
wash our hands

We will practice using patience
by waiting our turn with toys

hold a crayon, jump up and down,

and throw a ball

leaves to a tree and dot paint a a pasta plate and paint with a

Character Building Blocks

We will introduce the letter B,

We will review our signs for

We will glue pom poms to a fire We will color Christopher

Self Help/Life Skills

We will taste and play with

with them at the table to make whipped cream, play with rubber

words, use our color flash

sorter

Creative Sides

Happy Halloween
Letter Bb
None
Orange
Week 4

We will look at pictures of M

We will try to trace a line, try

Motor Skills

Perfect Pumpkins
Letter Aa
Oval
None
Week 3

ball ghost and paint a pumpkin

feather
We will put our own cups in the
We will take turns sharing with sink when we are done with
our friends, work on feeding

them, bring our plates to the

ourselves, drinking from a cup,

garbage when we are done

and sitting nicely for circle

eating, wipe our mouths with a
napkin and sign "please"

We will practice tolerance by

We will practice being polite

using our words when we are

when we use our manners when

upset

we ask for something

We will finger paint with orange
paint, paint a black cat, color a
Halloween picture and make our
own finger paint creation

We will try to put our own shoes
on, practice taking turns with
our toys, help wash the table
with soap and water and pull out
our chairs for lunch

We will practice generosity
when we share with our friends

